Go Far in Sales
With Targeted
Bandanna
Promotions

Understanding your client’s target demographic
puts you ahead of the competition in the race
to win an order. With these insights and proven
product applications, you’ll reach beyond your
sales goals.
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MILLENIALS
Next year, according to Pew Research
Center projections, millennials (ages 22
to 37) will become the largest living adult
generation in the United States. By 2020,
they’re expected to make up half the
workplace. Team-oriented, adventurous
and environmentally minded, this group
likes to engage and experience a sense
of authenticity. Focus on promotions that
involve collaboration, community or take

participants outdoors. Choose Micro-Knit
Digi-Dannas that can be worn as activewear at rallies or for workouts. For the
office, design fashionable bandannas with
stylized logo treatments to promote a sense
of belonging. They can be worn as scarves
or rendered as hankies for men’s suits.
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YOUTH
Kids under the age of 18 make up
approximately one-quarter of the U.S.
population, but they drive a significant
amount of consumer behavior. Like their
millennial mentors, they’re hot on social
media. For them, trends become even
more important as they follow their favorite
tween stars. Creating promotions around
the concept of limited editions that tie
into any popular license could win big. A
ripe market for youth programs are day
and overnight camps – an $18 billion

industry, according to the American Camp
Association. It has 11,000-plus members
serving 320,000 camp staff and 7.2 million
children. Also, think of children’s hospitals,
secondary schools and little leagues. Offer
bandannas that can be used as a camp
map, sweat band or for coloring. Color Me
Bandannas are made of outlined coloring
canvas that kids can fill in with permanent or
washable markers, crayons or pencils.
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50-PLUS
Appeal to this demographic’s desire for
service, ease and activity, whether it’s
planning for travel, addressing healthcare
or insurance needs, or hiring homemaintenance providers. Info-Dannas
are ideal for these applications. A
bandanna has the space to easily explain
a service, product or health topic. Target
pharmaceutical companies, travel planners,
lawn care providers and financial advisors.

Suggest a promotion that uses either InfoDannas, Hankies or Pet-Dannas to appeal
to an older customer base. According to
a survey by the American Pet Products
Association, people over the age of 50 are
the largest segment of pet owners, which
makes the Pet-Danna mighty appealing.
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EXECUTIVE MINDED
The 2018 Fortune 500 list is worth $12.8
trillion in revenues. Some of the world’s
top brands have used bandannas to make
their point, such as Facebook, Amazon,
Toyota, UPS and Pepsi. Courting executives
for business from any such company takes
clever planning. Send executives a can’tmiss invitation printed on a bandanna that
folds easily into an 8” x 6” mailer with a
note to wear it for a ticket to a fun event
night. It’s perfect for a ranch party or

concert. For a memorable commemorative
gift, choose 100% cotton fine sateen with
digital imprinting to get just the look your
client wants – even edge-to-edge, finely
detailed photographic reproduction. These
bandannas become art pieces that can be
framed and hung in an office as a keepsake
or worn as fashionable designer wear.
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ROUGH & READY
Workers in trades such as construction,
manufacturing and transportation are also
key targets for bandanna promotions. The
June release from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics reported that jobs in these areas
were being added by the hundreds of
thousands. Products made in the USA
can be important to these buyers and
recipients. They also need something
that’s useful and durable. Choose
bandannas in neon colors for safety
programs; a Hav-A-Danna is the perfect

thing to wear under a hard hat or helmet.
Patriotic themes are popular, particularly
in union-organized manufacturing plants.
Suggest to clients selling tools, parts or
equipment service contracts that bandannas
make memorable dealer promotions. InfoDannas can explain new programs, systems
and parts.

Pick Printing to Match Your Program
U.S. manufacturer Caro-Line Bandanna Promotions
has been making and printing bandannas for
70 years. It offers three ways to decorate your
bandanna. Which option you choose depends on
the size of your order.
Orders between 144 and 5,000 pieces are silkscreened, which is a one-sided imprint on cloth.
Over 5,000 pieces opens the door to rotary
imprinting, which offers faster production, better
pricing and more color options. Rotary printing
starts with white cloth. Your design is printed on
one side of the bandanna, with colors pushed
through to the back.
New digital printing places the image directly onto
the desired media from the computer via a largeformat inkjet printer. Depending on your design,
the print can go off the edge of the product. You
don’t have to worry about how many colors are
used – NO screen charges or setup fees apply, plus
LOW minimums!

